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Abstract. We study the parameter estimation bias induced by intrinsic alignments on a Euclid-like
weak lensing survey. For the intrinsic alignment signal we assume a composite alignment model for
elliptical and spiral galaxies using tidal shearing and tidal torquing as the alignment generating mech-
anism, respectively. The parameter estimation bias is carried out analytically with a Gaussian bias
model and through running Monte-Carlo-Markov-chains on synthetic data including the alignment
signal with a likelihood only including the cosmic shear signal. In particular, we study the impact
of II and GI alignment terms individually as well as the more realistic situation where both types
of alignment are present, and investigate the scaling of the estimation biases with varying strength
of the alignment signal. Our results show that intrinsic alignments can cause substantial biases in
cosmological parameters even if the coupling of galaxies to the ambient large is small. Especially
GI-contributions strongly bias key cosmological parameters such as the dark energy equation of state.
We also correct the analytic expression for the Gaussian bias model and find that the biases induced
by intrinsic alignments are not accurately recovered by the simple analytic model.
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1 Introduction
Measuring the weak gravitational lensing effect of the large-scale structure (LSS) [for reviews see 1–
3] is one of the primal science goals of upcoming large scale galaxy surveys such as Euclid or LSST.
Given the amount of data delivered by these experiments the wealth of cosmological information
accessible is unprecedented. To extract the lensing signal one has to assume that the shapes of back-
ground galaxies, acting as sources, are intrinsically uncorrelated [4]. This assumption, however, is
not necessarily correct as galaxies interact with their surrounding which is imprinted in their shapes.
Because physically close galaxies interact with the same patch of the cosmological large-scale struc-
ture, [e.g. 5–8] one is able to observed induced shape correlations, called intrinsic alignments (IA),
which can be misinterpreted as an alignment signal [see e.b. 5–9, for reviews].
In general the alignment process of galaxies in the LSS is a complicated non-linear process
which depends on galaxy formation and evolution. Some process can be made by tidal alignment
models which link the shapes of galaxies to properties of the ambient LSS, very similar to local
bias models [for a detailed review see 10] for galaxy clustering. The tidal alignment models split
into a quadratic and a linear model for spiral and elliptical galaxies, respectively. For the latter,
the gravitational tidal field distorts the isophotes of an elliptical galaxy by effectively perturbing the
solution to the Jeans-equation [11–13]. The quadratic model relates the ellipticity to the angular
momenta of spiral galaxies. Since the acquisition of angular momentum by spiral galaxies can be
described by the misalignment between the inertial tensor and the tidal tensor, angular momenta of
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neighbouring galaxies are correlated and thus their shapes [14–16]. These models have been used
extensively in the literature to model the effect of IA on weak lensing surveys [13, 17–20]. Apart
from these models also more complicated approaches exist which try to take into account different
aspects of galaxy formation [e.g. 21–24] or for accounting for more complicated shapes of the local
gravitational potential [25].
With the large uncertainty in the alignment process many studies try to remove the IA align-
ment signal from the analysis using different techniques which range from self-calibration, exploiting
redshift dependencies, removing close pairs of galaxies, using multiple tracers or using the physical
properties of the alignment mechanism [26–40].
In this paper we tend to investigate the impact of residual IA in cosmic shear maps on parameter
inference. To this end we use the IA model presented in [18] we then use analytic and Monte-Carlo-
Markov-chains (MCMC) to estimate the resulting parameter estimation bias as a function of the
residual alignment signal. While [18, 41] already investigated the analytic bias we revisit the method
used and correct the expression. We aim at an understanding to which degree IA models must be able
to predict the IA signal in order to achieve scientific goals set for LSS experiments, especially we are
looking for accurate and note only precise cosmological signals.
Throughout we will work with a wCDM model with the following fiducial values: Ωm = 0.32,
σ8 = 0.83, h = 0.7, ns = 0.96, w0 = −1 and wa = 0. The paper is structured as follows: we review
the shape correlations in section 2. In section 3 the necessary statistical tools are presented. Section 4
contains the results which are discussed and summarized in section 5.
2 Shape correlations
All weak lensing studies rely on the observation of correlated ellipticities of background galaxies. To
lowest order the observed ellipticity, , is given by
 ≈ γ + I , (2.1)
here all quantities are represented by complex numbers, γ is the part of the ellipticity imprinted by
the gravitational lensing effect of the LSS while I denotes the intrinsic ellipticity a particular galaxy
has before the light travels through the LSS. Clearly: 〈〉 = 0 by homogeneity and isotropy. Since
the cosmic shear effect, γ, is at most a per cent change in shape for individual galaxies, the intrinsic
ellipticity of the galaxies, I , will dominate the signal entirely. However, if galaxies are randomly
oriented coherent correlations induced by γ can be measured in the form of correlation functions or
power spectra (or higher order statistics). On the other hand, if the intrinsic shapes of galaxies are
correlated with the LSS there will exist correlations between the intrinsic shapes which can mimic
a lensing effect, this is called II-alignment. Furthermore, the intrinsic shapes will also be correlated
with the gravitational lensing effect itself. This latter effect is called GI-alignment. In this section
we will review how to calculate these different contribution. In this section we will review how to
calculate these different contribution.
2.1 Cosmic shear
The lensing potential in tomographic bin i, ψi [for a review see e.g. 1, 3] is a line-of-sight projection,
i.e. a long redshift, z, or corresponding comoving distance χ(z), of the gravitational potential Φ:
ψi(nˆ) =
∫ χH
0
dχWi(χ)Φ(nˆ, χ) , (2.2)
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into observed direction nˆwhich is a unit radial vector. The convergence κ is given by a Poisson equa-
tion ∆ψ = 2κ, where the Laplacian acts perpendicular to the line-of-sight. Observationally the lensing
effect is estimated by measuring the ellipticities of the background galaxies as indicated in eq. (2.1).
In the weak lensing regime the ellipticity is an unbiased estimator of the complex shear, γ assuming
there are now intrinsic ellipticity correlations. Statistically κ and γ carry the same information and
their angular power spectra can be shown to be equal. For simplicity we will therefore work with the
convergence which. The weight function in Eq. (2.2) is given by
Wi(χ) = 2
D+(χ)
a
Gi(χ)χ , (2.3)
with the lensing efficiency function
Gi(χ) =
∫ χi+1
min(χ,χi)
dχ n(χ′)
dz
dχ′
(
1 − χ
χ′
)
. (2.4)
with dz/dχ′ = H(χ′)/c and n(χ′) being the distribution of the sources. Using the Limber projection
[42] and the Poisson equation, the angular power spectrum of the convergence in tomographic bins i
and j can be expressed as
Cκiκ j(`) =
9Ω2m
4χ4H
∫
dχ
χ2
Wi(χ)W j(χ)Pδ
(
` + 0.5
χ
, χ
)
, (2.5)
with the total matter power spectrum Pδ(k, a(χ)), and the comoving Hubble radius χH .
2.2 Intrinsic alignments
For the intrinsic shape correlations we will assume ellipticities of galaxies to be influenced by local
operators acting on the gravitational potential φ. In particular we will work with the tidal-torquing
model and the tidal-shearing model which apply four and two derivatives to the gravitational potential
respectively. Quite generally this procedure could be generalized very similar to the bias expansion
[10]. This has been for example done in [25]. Throughout we will assume the statistics of the density
field to be well described by a Gaussian random field.
2.2.1 Statistical properties of the large-scale structure
We denote the gravitational tidal field as φαβ(x) ≡ ∂α∂βφ(x), with ∂α ≡ ∂/∂xα. The corresponding
correlation function is given by:
Cαβγδ(r) ≡ 〈φαβ(x)φγδ(x′)〉 (2.6)
which takes the following form [43]
Cαβγδ(r) = (δαβδγδ + δαγδβδ + δαδδβ,γ) ζ2(r)
+ (rˆαrˆβδγδ + 5 perm.)ζ3(r) + rˆαrˆβrˆγrˆδ ζ4(r) ,
(2.7)
where r B |x − x′| and rˆ B r/r. The function ζn(r) encodes the statistics of φ, [14]:
ζn(r) = (−1)n rn−4
∫
dk
2pi2
Pφ(k) kn+2 jn(kr) . (2.8)
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For the intrinsic shape correlation only the traceless part of the gravitational tidal field is important.
Its correlation function C˜αβγδ(r) of the traceless tidal shear φ˜αβ = φαβ − ∆φ/3 × δαβ is given by
C˜αβγδ(r) = Cαβγδ(r)
− 1
3
(
δγδ (5ζ2(r) + ζ3(r)) + rˆγrˆδ (7ζ3(r) + ζ4(r))
)
δαβ
− 1
3
(
δαβ (5ζ2(r) + ζ3(r)) + rˆαrˆβ (7ζ3(r) + ζ4(r))
)
δγδ
+
1
9
(15ζ2(r) + 10ζ3(r) + ζ4(r)) δαβδγδ .
(2.9)
Furthermore, the traceless, unit-normalised gravitational tidal field φˆi j can be decomposed into cor-
relations C˜AB = 〈φ˜Aφ˜B〉 of the traceless tidal shear φ˜A field [14, 15] by virtue of Wick’s theorem,
〈φˆA(x)φˆB(x) φˆC(x′)φˆ′D(x′)〉 =
1[
14ζ2(0)
]2 (C˜ACC˜BD + C˜ADC˜BC) . (2.10)
2.2.2 Intrinsic alignment of spiral galaxies
In this work we will use the tidal torque model. It describes the alignment of spiral galaxies origi-
nating from their relative orientation which in turn is related to the correlation of angular momenta
of neighbouring galaxies relative to the line of sight [14, 44]. Being build up at early times, angular
momentum correlations are to a large extent due to initial correlations [45–48]. Correlated angular
momenta result into correlated inclination angles and thus into correlated shapes [49]. By assum-
ing the symmetry axis of the galactic disc coinciding with the direction of the angular momentum
Lˆ = L/L, one can write the ellipticity as
 =
Lˆ2x − Lˆ2y
1 + Lˆ2z
+ 2i
LˆxLˆy
1 + Lˆ2z
. (2.11)
It should be noted that this assumption is the backbone of the tidal torquing model and its applicability
to weak lensing studies. In [50] and other works the spin distribution of halos was studied. The results
indicate that the angular momentum of the baryonic component of a galaxy is not strongly correlated
with its dark matter counterpart. This indicates that the tidal torquing model is not very well suited for
the description of intrinsic alignments. In the tidal torquing theory [5, 51–53]. the auto-correlations
for Gaussian random fields are given by [54]
〈
LˆαLˆβ
〉
=
1
3
(
1 + A
3
δαβ − AΦˆαµΦˆµβ
)
. (2.12)
The ellipticity can finally be expressed in terms of the tidal field:
(Φˆ) =
A
2
(
ΦˆxαΦˆαx − ΦˆyαΦˆαy − 2iΦˆxαΦˆαy
)
. (2.13)
Here the constant A describes the coupling strength of the angular momentum to the shape and we
assume a fiducial value of A = 0.25. For a more detailed discussion on this alignment model we refer
to [18, 40].
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2.2.3 Intrinsic alignments of elliptical galaxies
Elliptical galaxies can be described as virialised system in which stars move randomly the gravita-
tional potential φ with a characteristic velocity dispersion σ2. In presence of tidal gravitational fields
the potential is perturbed, changing the distribution of stars and thus the observed isophotes. At first
order in the gravitational tidal fields the density assumes the following form
ρ ∝ exp
(
−φ(x)
c2
) (
1 − 1
2σ2
φαβ
∣∣∣
x=x0
xαxβ
)
. (2.14)
Being linear in the gravitational tidal field the model is usually referred to as the linear alignment
model [12, 13, 25, 55, 56]. The coupling strength is absorbed in the constant D. If x and y are
coordinates perpendicular to the line of sight the complex ellipticity is given by
 = + + × = D
(
φxx − φyy + 2iφxy
)
. (2.15)
As a fiducial parameter we choose D = 9.5×10−5c2. It should be noted that for spiral galaxies there is
no definitive measurement of ellipticity correlations. However, for elliptical galaxies there is [57, 58].
2.2.4 Angular power spectra
Angular E-mode ellipticity power spectra are now calculated as
Ci j(`) = pi
∫
dθ θ
(
C+i j(θ)J0(`θ) + C
−
i j
(θ)J4(`θ)
)
, (2.16)
where Ji are Bessel functions and C±i j is defined as
C±i j B 〈+,i′+, j〉 ± 〈×,i′×, j〉 . (2.17)
Here we split the complex ellipticity  = + + ×. Note that i is a placeholder for either the intrinsic
ellipticity component of spiral or elliptical galaxies as defined in Eq. (2.13) and Eq. (2.15) respec-
tively, or for the lensing signal. What follows are the three contributions on top of the lensing signal:
two II contributions from both galaxy types and a single GI contribution from elliptical galaxies. For
the redshift distribution n(z)dz is assumed to have the shape,
n(z)dz ∝
(
z
z0
)2
exp
− ( zz0
)β dz, (2.18)
with the choices β = 3/2 and z0 = 0.9, which generates a median redshift of unity [59]. Furthermore,
we assume ngal = 30 arcmin−2 and a sky fraction of fsky = 0.3. For completeness we show the
corresponding spectra in figure 1 for six tomographic bins and refer to [18] for further details.
3 Statistics
3.1 Likelihood
In our forecast we assume the modes of the convergence field to follow a Gaussian distribution with
zero mean
κ`m ∼ N(0,C`) , (3.1)
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Figure 1. Components of the observed intrinsic alignment angular power spectra in all tomographic bins. The
solid black line shows the lensing signal including the shape noise contribution. Solid red and blue lines show
the II contribution from ellipticals and spirals respectively. The dashed red line shows the GI contribution from
ellipticals and the dashed black line is the sum of all contributions. It should be noted that the GI contribution
experiences a sign flip.
where the components of the covariance matrix (C`)i j are given by the tomographic ellipticity spectra.
The data-averaged logarithmic likelihood is in this case given by
L(θ) B −2 logL = fsky
`max∑
`=`min
2` + 1
2
[
log
(
detC
det Cˆ
)
+ tr
(
C−1Cˆ
)
− ntomo
]
, (3.2)
where we made the dependence on the cosmology, θ explicit and arbitrarily shifted L such that
L(θ)|θ0 = 0, where θ0 is the fiducial cosmology. Cˆ is the covariance matrix at the fiducial cosmology.
Finally, observed angular power spectra include a shape noise contribution due to the finite amount
of source galaxies. Thus:
Cκiκ j → Cκiκ j +
σ2ntomo
n¯
δi j , (3.3)
where n¯ is the average number of galaxies per steradian and σ2 ≈ 0.3 is the intrinsic ellipticity
dispersion of galaxies. By virtue of Bayes’ theorem, for which we assume a flat prior if not otherwise
specified, we sample from (3.2) using affine invariant sampling techniques [60].
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Figure 2. Fisher forecast for a Euclid-like survey, black ellipses correspond to the 1σ contour. The circles
mark the systematic bias estimated by eq. (3.10) using eq. (3.11), while the triangles correspond to he bias as
estimated using the wrong equation (eq. (4.1), cf [18]). Red corresponds to GI and II alignment, while blue
only assumes II alignment.
We set up the following situation: The observed data, i.e. the covariance matrix at the fiducial
cosmology Cˆ has the following contributions
(Cˆ)i j = Cκiκ j + C
ii
spiralδi j + C
ii
ellipticalδi j + C
iκ j
elliptical . (3.4)
That is, we set up the true model including intrinsic alignments for spiral and elliptical galaxies.
This is done such that we assume 70 per cent of the galaxy sample to be spirals and the remaining
to be ellipticals. For more details on this we refer to [18]. We then fit to this fiducial cosmology a
cosmology which only contains the lensing signal, i.e. (C)i j = Cκiκ j .
3.2 Parameter estimation bias
We will reconsider the calculation described in [61] and use Gaussian likelihoods where the parameter
dependence is carried by the covariance and 〈x〉 = 0, where the brackets denote an ensemble average.
The general form of the Gaussian logarithmic likelihood of a data vector x and a parameter vector y
is given by
L ≡ −2 log[p(x|y)] = tr
[
logC + C−1D
]
, (3.5)
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where D = x ⊗ x is the data covariance and C is the covariance matrix. Following [61] we consider
Lt and L f , i.e. the true and the wrong logarithmic likelihood respectively. Furthermore, we will use
the following shorthand notation: (
∂ f
∂y
)
µ
B
∂ f
∂yµ
≡ f,µ . (3.6)
With this we note that 〈
Lt,µ
∣∣∣
yt
〉
= 0 =
〈
L f ,µ
∣∣∣
y f
〉
, (3.7)
due to the maximum constraint, where yt and y f are the best fit values of the true and the wrong
likelihood respectively. Here we use the shorthand notation f (x)|x=x0 ≡ f |x0 . Now, we expand L f
around yt , i.e.
L f (y) ≈ L f
∣∣∣
yt
+L f ,µ
∣∣∣
yt
(y − yt)µ + 12L f ,µν
∣∣∣
yt
(y − yt)µ(y − yt)ν + . . . , (3.8)
where the sum convention is implied. One can now make use of Eq. (3.7) to find〈
L f ,µ(y)
∣∣∣
y f
〉
= 0 =
〈
L f ,µ
∣∣∣
yt
〉
+
〈
L f ,µα
∣∣∣
yt
δα
〉
+
1
2
〈
L f ,µαβ
∣∣∣
yt
δαδβ
〉
+ . . . . (3.9)
Here we defined the bias δ B y f − yt. If the logarithmic likelihood is at most quadratic in the
parameters, as it is the case for a Gaussian posterior distribution, Eq. (3.9) can be cast into a linear
system of equations with the solution
δ = G−1a, with Gµα = −
〈
L f ,µα
∣∣∣
yt
〉
and aµ =
〈
L f ,µ
∣∣∣
yt
〉
(3.10)
For the likelihood (3.5) one finds the following expressions
aµ = tr
[
C−1C,µ(id − C−1Ct)
]
,
Gµν = tr
[
C−1C,µν(C−1Ct − id) + C−1C,µC−1C,ν(id − C−1Ct) − C−1C,νC−1C,µC−1Ct)
]
,
(3.11)
where C is to be evaluated at yt and we used that 〈D〉 = Ct. Lastly, id is the identity. It should be
noted that if yt = y f , −Gµν reduces to the usual Fisher matrix. Furthermore, this result differs slightly
from other results in the literature, since one cannot commute the derivative with respect to the µ-th
and ν-th component in the last two terms.
4 Results
4.1 Analytic parameter estimation bias
Initially, we repeat a similar analysis as was shown in [18]. However, it should be noted that we
include an additional parameter in the analysis, wa, as well as six instead of five tomographic bins.
In particular we investigate the parameter estimation bias using the analytical formulas derived in
section 3 (see also [61]). Taking into account a sum over all multipoles `, as well as the additional
multiplicity factor from the m modes, (2` + 1)/2, we calculate the bias using eq. (3.11). Additonally
we use another expression for G [18, 61]:
Gµν = tr
[
C−1C,µν(C−1Ct − id) + C−1C,µC−1C,ν(id − 2C−1Ct)
]
, (4.1)
as discussed in the previous section. Figure 2 shows the biases together with the Fisher matrix forecast
contours for an unbiased measurement. Coloured circles represent the analytic bias using eq. (3.11),
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Figure 3. 1σ contours as estimated from MCMCs. The green contours shows the constraints at the fiducial
cosmology without any intrinsic alignment present. Blue contours correspond to II alignment only. Purple
contours show the contours when five per cent residual intrinsic alignments by elliptical galaxies are present
in the survey. Lastly, red contours show the case where both GI and II alignment are present. However, in the
latter case the strength of the alignment was reduced by 90% for both spirals and ellipticals. The dashed lines
mark the fiducial cosmology.
while coloured triangles show the bias obtained from eq. (4.1). Finally, red indicates that the true
covariance Ct is biased with both II and GI alignment terms, while blue shows the case where only
the II alignment terms give rise to a bias. Clearly, both expressions do not agree as expected. The
calculated biases differ substantially and even point in the opposite direction for a few parameters. For
almost all parameters the bias is much bigger than the average statistical error, raising the question
of the applicability of the approximation done in eq. (3.8). Generally it is not clear how accurate the
approximation is in cases where
∑
µν Fµνδµδν  1. In Appendix A we discuss a possible extension
of the formalism to higher order using a derivative expansion. However, we find only marginal
improvement over the Gaussian results due to the large systematics in the spectra involved. It is thus
necessary to invoke a direct sampling of the full posterior using MCMC.
4.2 Parameter estimation bias from MCMC
Here we discuss the impact of II and GI alignments on parameter estimation bias which is obtained
directly from MCMC methods. We sample from the likelihood using affine invariant sampling sug-
gested in [60].
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Figure 4. Relative bias, i.e. the bias b scaled by the marginalized 1σ error, as a function of the alignment
amplitude in per cent relative to its fiducial value. Different lines correspond to the different fitted cosmological
parameters. The left column shows again the case where only II alignment is present, while the right plot
includes both II and GI alignment. Note the different axis range.
To begin with, we show the influence of II and GI alignment of fixed amplitude on the parameter
inference process. In fig. 3 contours for a Euclid-like survey are shown in green. The blue contours
depict a weak lensing measurement which is still plagued by an II alignment contribution. Comparing
this to fig. 2 one can see clear differences in the predicted bias, in particular the bias is underestimated
for almost all parameters, showing that the approximations used to calculate the analytical bias is not
suited any more. Interestingly for certain parameters the bias actually switches sign. In red we
show a measurement where Ct contains GI and II alignment, however with its amplitude reduced
by 90 per cent. Clearly, even for this strongly reduced alignment signal, the parameter estimation
bias can be as large as calculated by the analytic expression when using the 100 per cent of the
intrinsic alignment signal. Therefore, we conclude that the analytic expression is not suitable to
estimate the parameter estimation bias in this case. The reason for this is that the intrinsic alignment
signal introduces a different ` and tomographic bin dependence than the pure lensing signal. If these
dependences would be very similar, the analytic expression would yield much better results since it
would only need to account for a changing amplitude in the covariance. For the GI-terms the situation
becomes even worse, since GI induces an anti-correlation and therefore reduces the observed signal
in the cross-correlation of different bins. This situation is very difficult to fit for the six parametric
model we used here and wide regions of the parameter space have to be explored, leading to the
Gaussian approximation of the posterior being insufficient. In purple we show the a situation where
only intrinsic alignments by elliptical galaxies are present with the amplitude reduced by 95 per cent.
Clearly, the systematic biases are completely dominated by the GI alignment which, unfortunately, is
notoriously difficult to remove from surveys since it is a non-local effect. Furthermore, we see that
the II and GI terms can give rise to biases with opposite sign, thus partially cancelling each other.
Figure 4 shows the relative bias, b/σ for the six cosmological parameters used in this work. The
left figure represents the influence of the II terms. The parameters biased the strongest are h and ns.
This can be understood from the fact that the II alignment mimics a stronger lensing signal which is
strongest in the tomographic bins at low redshift. In turn, the model tries to fit this additional power
by increasing ns, which can partially account for the redshift dependence due to the projection along
– 10 –
the line of sight. At the same time the additional amplitude can effectively be reduced by reducing
h. As soon as GI alignments are present as well, the situation changes dramatically, as shown in the
right panel of fig. 4. In this more realistic case Ωm alongside with the two dark energy equation of
state parameters w0 and wa are showing the largest bias. As explained before the model now has to
reduce the signal in the cross-correlations, especially at high `, but at the the time take into account
the enhanced signal for auto-correlations. In particular it is very illustrative that both w0 and wa can
be biased by roughly 5σ even if only one per cent of the initial alignment signal remains in the data.
Finally, in our analysis we always used the non-linear power spectrum as predicted by Halofit
and summed up all scales theoretically accessible to Euclid. There are three things to question
here: (i) How accurate is the prediction of the matter power spectrum at these small scales; (ii)
how well does the Halofit prescription describe the change of the matter power spectrum with
the cosmological parameters considered, especially in the regions of parameter space explored here;
(iii) How well is the intrinsic shape correlation of both galaxy types described at small scales. The
first one, for our purpose, is the least important, since we can just assume that for a given fiducial
cosmology, the power spectrum actually describes the real world well enough. In order to address
(ii) and (iii) we carry out an analysis in Appendix B where we remove all non-linear scales from the
survey, thus ignoring the problematic parts of the power spectrum modelling. Furthermore, on linear
scales the dominant alignment contribution arises from elliptical galaxies, which have been studied
extensively in simulations [62]. For this setting we still find strong systematic biases in all parameters
roughly half as large as for the full multipole range.
5 Conclusion and Discussion
In this paper we have investigated the impact of IA on the parameter inference process with a weak
gravitational lensing signal such as Euclid. For our analysis we assumed a Gaussian likelihood
for the convergence modes. The cosmological model used was a standard six parameter wCDM
model as typical for weak lensing surveys. Matter power spectra have been calculated with Halofit
and the Limber approximation was employed. For the IA signal we assumed tidal torquing and
shearing for spiral and elliptical galaxies respectively. The most critical assumption here is the tidal
torquing model, which equates the spin of dark matter halos with the one of the visible matter. This
relationship might be very complicated and depends strongly on the halo formation history. However
even if the alignment signal by spiral galaxies is much weaker than modelled here our main results
do not change significantly as the largest contamination arises from elliptical galxies whose intrinsic
alignment model is much more roboust. Finally we sampled from the Gaussian sampling distribution
using MCMC analysis calculate the parameter estimation bias and investigated its dependence on the
residual alignment signal in the analysis. Our main results can be summarized as follows:
(i) The analytic formula for the parameter estimation bias [63] used for example in [18] is
a symmetrized version of the correct equation, which does not allow for the identification of two
terms, reflecting the non-symmetry of divergencies between two probability distributions. The biases
derived with both equations can differ.
(ii) In general, the analytic prescription is only valid for small biases and in a region of the
parameter space where the Gaussian approximation is still valid, in particular it should not exceed the
statistical uncertainty of the experiment. If the bias is large and the model has to explore regions of
the parameter space far away from the point of the Taylor expansion, the analytic expressions breaks
down. In particular it is not well suited for the biases encountered due to IA.
(iii) Remaining IA signal can bias the inferred parameters in a weak lensing analysis dramat-
ically. If both GI and II alignment, described by the models mentioned above, are present in the
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survey a one per cent residual alignment signal suffices to bias key parameters for lensing surveys
such as the dark energy equation of state by 5σ. This strong bias is mainly driven by the GI part of
the alignment, which is very difficult to remove due to its non-local nature.
(iv) With alignments of spiral galaxies being not detected yet one might object whether these
galaxies align intrinsically at all. However, even if only elliptical galaxies align, the parameter es-
timation bias is of the same order of magnitude. Moreover, the presence of II alignments for spiral
galaxies slightly alleviates the resulting bias within our model.
We therefore conclude that IA has to removed or modelled to well below a per cent accuracy
in order to achieve the promised science goals of Euclid-like surveys. This also holds true if only
cross-correlations between different tomographic bins are considered, since the GI contributions are
particularly difficult to fit by standard parameters since they decrease the overall signal. The results
are also robust against the modelling of spiral galaxies, which itself requires more detailed studies.
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A Non-Gaussian systematic bias
In order to include non-Gaussian features in the posterior distribution. One example would be to
include the third term in Eq. (3.9). This would amount to third derivatives of the covariance and
to a quadratic equation in the bias. However, as pointed out in [64] a particularly useful expansion
should not be done on the level of the logarithmic likelihood, but on the level of the spectra. We will
therefore also write the covariance matrix as
C = C0 + T C , (A.1)
where C0 the covariance at a reference point, y0, and T C its Taylor expansion starting from the first
order term around that reference point:
T C B
∞∑
n=1
C,{α}n
n!
(y − y0){α}n ...(y − y0){α}n , (A.2)
with {α}n the set of all indices corresponding to the nth derivative. In [64] the logarithmic likelihood
is then expanded to second order in T C , yielding
L(y) ≈ tr
[
logC + C−1T C − 12C
−1T CC−1T C
+ D
(
C−1 − C−1T CC−1 + C−1T CC−1T CC−1
) ]
.
(A.3)
We can now use this expansion instead of (3.8) and use the wrong covariance evaluated at the true
model as the reference C0. Using again the constraint (3.7) one finds, with C ≡ C f (yt) understood,
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the expression
0 = tr
[
C−1C,µ − C−1C,µC−1T C + C−1T C,µ + C−1C,µC−1T CC−1T C − C−1T C,µC−1T C
+ Ct
(
C−1C,µC−1T CC−1 − C−1C,µC−1 − C−1T C,µC−1 + C−1T CC−1C,µC−1
− C−1T CC−1C,µC−1T CC−1 − C−1C,µC−1T CC−1T CC−1
− C−1T CC−1T CC−1C,µC−1 + C−1T C,µC−1T CC−1 + C−1T CC−1T C,µC−1 .
)]
= tr
[
C−1C,µ
(
id − C−1T C + C−1T CC−1T C
)
+ C−1T C,µ
(
id − C−1T C
)
+ C−1CtC−1
(
C,µ
(
C−1T C − id − C−1T CC−1T C
)
+ T C,µ
(
C−1T C − id
)
+ T CC−1
(
C,µ − C,µC−1T C + T C,µ − T CC−1C,µ
) )]
(A.4)
Due to Ct , C this expression cannot be simplified further. We now insert the Taylor expansion and
consider terms up to second order only. In this case we find
T C = C,αδα + 12C,αβδ
αδβ , T C,µ = 2C,µαδα + C,µ + C,µαβδαδβ; . (A.5)
Inserting this into (A.4) we collect terms of zeroth, first and second order in the bias δ such that
0 = Aµ + Bµαδα + Cµαβδαδβ . (A.6)
In particular we findAµ = aµ, Bµα = −Gµα and
Cµαβ = 12tr
[
C−1C,µC−1C,αC−1C,β(id − C−1Ct) + C−1CtC−1CαC−1
(
C,µC−1C,β −C,βC−1C,µ
)
− 2C−1C,µαC−1C,β
(
id − C−1Ct
)
− C−1C,µC−1C,αβ
(
id − C−1Ct
)
+ 2C−1CtC−1C,αC−1C,βµ + C−1C,αβµ
(
id − C−1Ct
) ]
.
(A.7)
This approach now obviously yields two solutions for δα, from which one the correct one can be
identified by demanding that the bias vanishes for vanishing systematic. We applied this approach to
the same system as in fig. 2 but found only marginal improvement over the Gaussian case. The reason
is again that the systematic drives the expanded likelihood into regions far away from its maximum
where the two posteriors (the correct and the incorrect one) are compared, rendering the approach
inapplicable.
B Bias from linear scales
In fig. 5 we show the relative bias in the same manner as in fig. 4. Here, however, we excluded
non-linear scales from the survey by defining the non-linear scale Rnl implicitly as:
1 =
∫
k2dk
2pi2
W2Rnl(k)Pδ(k, χ) , (B.1)
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Figure 5. Relative bias, i.e. the bias b scaled by the marginalized 1σ error, as a function of the alignment
amplitude in per cent relative to its fiducial value. The colour scheme is the same as in fig. 4. Here the non-
linear scales have been removed from the survey (see the discussion in section 4). The right panel shows the
systematic bias as a function of maximum multipole `max for a survey with 10 per cent residual alignment from
both elliptical and spiral galaxies.
where Pδ(k) is the linear matter power spectrum and W2Rnl a suitable weighting function. Via the
Limber relation k = `+0.5χ we define in each tomographic bin a maximum multipole, `max,i, up to
which the corresponding power spectrum is considered for the analysis. In this way we make sure
that certain scales do not contribute to the survey. We see that, even when relying on linear scales
only, the systematic bias induced can become very big even with a few per cent residual alignments.
It should be noted that the dominant contribution on these scales comes from the tidal shearing model
for elliptical galaxies. In particular the tidal shearing model can be motivated much more easily since
it does not rely on the assumption that the angular momentum of the baryons aligns with the angular
momentum of the dark matter halo.
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